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ABSTRACT

Historically, the objects that comprise enameled domestic kitchenware
objects—from pots and pans to spoons and forks to bowls and plates—were
common objects, and were handled and utilized everyday. Once massproduced and ubiquitous in domestic settings, today they live in anonymity
as anonymous pieces in antique stores. Separated from their respective
histories, these unassuming vintage objects carry the signs of wear and
gradual material degradation due to their long-term use. Within this body
of work, they now act as historical signifiers that inform my understanding
and transformation of what was once handled.
Handle is meant to challenge our preconceived notions of how enamel has
perceived through its use in fine jewelry or conversely, how it has been used
at a utilitarian level, such as in the production of bathtubs or road signs.
Through the transposition and deconstruction of its anatomy into separate
parts, my objective in this body of work is to re-value collectible domestic
enamelware.
Handle also calls upon how enamelware bears a physical record of use,
such as degraded and chipped parts, as well as the beautiful patina
of rust on steel—the result of surface deterioration over time. In both the
markings that reveal their history and the wide range of forms and
component parts, these found objects possess an inherent potential for
transformation. This allows them to re-perform in the world through new
relationships with the body.
Made by machine, altered by the hand, to be worn on the body.

Marcel Duchamp
The Fountain
Porcelain
1917
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Abstract

Handle pays homage to the everyday object. Since Duchamp’s appropriation
of the porcelain urinal with his work The Fountain (1917), we have been
conceptually challenged to prod the notion of what art can be. While
Duchamp denied utility, my process shifts and redefines originally intended
utility in the context of enamelware. Through my work, I re-situate these
everyday objects made from enameled metal, onto the body as jewelry.
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Johnstone, Stephen. The Everyday. London: Whitechapel, 2008, 12
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“…the rise of the everyday
in contemporary art is
usually understood in terms
of a desire to bring these
uneventful and overlooked
aspects of lived experience
into visibility.” 1

LOOKING IN

Through researching the history of enamelware, I have come to understand
its position and status at the time of its appearance as a coveted item that
deeply impacted the history of kitchenware before the invention of Pyrex.
The development of enamelware during the Industrial Revolution brought
about a sense of joy in the domestic realm; not only did it render everyday
chores easier in comparison to cast iron, but more notably a new era was
initiated with the appearance of this bright utilitarian ware in the sense that
it possessed aesthetic appeal. These utilitarian household items were
created to be both beautiful and durable, and this duality was a new, modern consideration.
The first chapter of this work, Handled Enamelware, further elaborates the
trajectory of these everyday items from their origin as household objects to
their present-day role as historical markers for historians, homemakers and
artists alike. Now rare, they are valued as precious collectibles. My interest
in found enamelware was sparked by my visits to different antique stores
in the United States. It is through defining the origin of the word “antique”
and making sense of how each object had its moment in history that these
pieces began to come to life for me. The examples of enamelware I have collected over the course of the past few years have become my raw materials,
exhibiting a range of color palettes and aesthetic qualities that captivate me
due to their rareness and familiarity. As a maker, I aim to disassemble and
reassemble found enameled objects within the format of jewelry as a way of
amplifying their significance and honoring their individual histories.

Handling Enamelware describes my active studio investigation through
identifying the different approaches I have utilized and outlining the
progress of my emerging understandings and the external influences on
my treatment of these found objects. My primary inquiries in this regard
have involved reconsidering the location of enamelware, ranging from
cutting up the whole pitcher and creating a series of multiple jewelry forms
to be relocated on the body to the removal of enamel by revealing ornate
lace patterns that instead situate the work back on the table.
Finally, Handle with Care addresses my conceptual consideration of these
typically overlooked objects that carry an unknown history hinted at through
the apparent wear on their surfaces. This body of work engages thematically
in the conceptual ideas of elevating, amplifying, and repairing in response
to the original object’s surface, texture, and form. I experiment with these
actions in order to bring attention to what is neglected, to imbue these
objects with a new history, and to redefine the existing understanding of
enamelware. In my eyes, the enamelware pieces are already poised to be
venerated as metaphorical gems when set as jewelry because their respective elements and alloys are agencies for jewelry.
As these found enamelware pieces are converted to wearable objects, the
language of jewelry comes to the forefront and poses questions with regard
to origin, preservation, and content. Some of the concerns that arose within
my thesis research were: Do I have to utilize the whole object to honor its
origin? How do I balance the familiar and the enigmatic in the transformed
object? What are the ways to form jewelry in relationship to the original
utilitarian function or the materiality of the object? How is enameled jewelry
appreciated, valued, or reconsidered through the context of enamelware?
How do I elevate enamelware forms by utilizing different enameling techniques? What am I borrowing from the different legacies and applications
of enamel as a material? The motivation to keep questioning, testing,
adjusting, experimenting, rejecting, and balancing leads to the end product.
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Looking In

Common utilitarian enamelware, also known by other specific trade names
such as graniteware or agateware based on the color and pattern style, was
manufactured in Germany beginning in the late 18th century. These household objects were created using a distinctive technique for layering pigment
upon a steel form. The vitreous liquid enamel was applied to make them
resistant to corrosion, convenient for cleaning, and affordable for massproduction. There were many styles of enameled kitchenware. Some were
plain white with a blue rim, while others were slightly more distinctive due
to a play of pattern and color.

handled enamelware
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History

“Man can never start from
scratch,” Marcel Duchamp
told Chicago gallerist
Katherine Kuh in 1962. “He
must start from readymade
things like even his own
mother and father.”2

Taft, Maggie. “Anne Wilson.” Art Forum (2014): 217. Anne Wilson.
Anne Wilson. Web. 2 Apr. 2015.
2

From the discovery of enameling techniques during ancient times to modern
commercial usage, we have found ways to keep the conversation of enamel
alive through different applications in various social and cultural contexts.
The use of enamel in any functional form is associated with three primary
characteristics: the possibility of adding color to metal, the pursuit of a
smooth, vitreous surface, and the high level of technical skill or industrial
sophistication required to produce it.
Enamel usage was first discovered in the 13th century BC during the
Mycenæan period in Cyprus. Six rings elaborately decorated with layers
of vitreous colored material fused upon gold were discovered at Kouklia.
From there, the journey to contemporary enamel usage traversed a range
of forms and values, from industrial usage for domestic kitchens to fine
and one-of-a-kind jewelry. While widespread during the 1900s, the use of
enameling on kitchenware has dropped significantly due to the discovery
of new technologies and better alternative materials for cooking. Due to this
decrease in mass production, enamelware has now become a collector’s
item. This factor gave rise to my new fascination with enamel within the context of jewelry that subsequently led to the accidental discovery of utilizing
enamelware as raw material in the production of my work. As objects that
had been industrially made, the quality of these domestic items fabricated
from steel with a fused porcelain surface ignited my curiosity, particularly
as I imagined the progression of the enamelware from the factory through
the hands of different people over time to end up in my own.

To better understand the industrial origin of these objects, I researched the
essential manufacturing process of enamelware. The standard specifications
of this manufacturing process are as follows:
1. Forming
2. Drawing
3. Trimming & Curling
4. Cleaning Processes
		
a. The finished mild steel formed products are cleaned in
six steps to remove the impurities.
5. Coating
		
a. After passing the cleaning process, the products are
		
coated by the ground coat and cover coat with standard,
		
specification and baked in natural gas furnace at
		
temperature within 1508°F to 1544°F.
The enamel is such a lustrous material, and yet when it is fused on top
of these humble mild steel forms the two materials now function in support
of each other to fulfill their respective functions. These objects were
mass-produced by machines in order to meet the demands of the common
household. Once in the household, the mere handling of an object as
simple as a spoon, such as the repetitive act of picking it up and putting
it down, eventually caused the disintegration of the enamel. I am drawn
to the imperfections of these objects that reveals the underlying rusting
steel because it is a signifier of aging and use.
Given my background as a Chinese Malaysian and the time period I was
born in, my relationship to enamelware is limited. However, having had the
opportunity to be immersed in this culture and environment over the years,
I am interested in utilizing my acquired knowledge of what enamelware is and
how it can be appropriated into jewelry. Upon first encountering enamelware,
I was captivated by the tangible reminders of what the life of the object had
been. The signs of use, such as deterioration and dents, were anonymous
signatures of flawed beauty. I found these marks seductive, and this allowed
a new perspective for my process of investigating and contributing to the
western historical aspects of enamelware. Not only do I regard enamelware
as a vehicle of nostalgia that can invite the past into contemporary life, but
I also view it as a finite source of raw material for making for one-of-a-kind
enameled jewelry.

One of the six gold finger rings discovered
in a Mycenæan tomb in Kouklia, Cypress
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Baudrillard, Jean. The System of Objects. London: Verso,
2005, 93.
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“Collecting, however, offers
a model here: through
collecting, the passionate
pursuit of possession
finds fulfillment and the
everyday prose of objects
is transformed into
poetry, into a triumphant
discourse.” 3

In my research, I have come across countless examples of repurposed and
up-cycled enamelware. What are the circumstances that shape my encounters with them, and how do these circumstances affect or determine how
I might use them? In considering my motivations for collecting enamelware,
I have noticed that my eyes are always drawn first and foremost to the
anonymous autobiographical narrative of how a particular piece might
have been handled.
There is no specific methodology for my collecting, but rather it is an act
rooted in a desire to hold on to a piece of history. In becoming collectible,
the objects themselves have shifted their status from mass-produced to
potentially one-of-a-kind. The one I discover in the store may be the only
one left. I started collecting a few years ago, fascinated with the depth of
history that a dated utilitarian object can hold. Through the act of collecting,
I discover beauty in unexpected places and am transported through time
by a snapshot of what was once desirable.
The words heritage and provenance came to light when I was contemplating
why and how I collect. For me, the meaning of heritage is contained in the
act of passing down and/or receiving an object from one hand to another.
What is so crucial about enamelware is that it was industrially massproduced by machines for the needs of the common household. Their role
was namely to be used by the hand and serve to nourish the body through
cooking and eating. I have considered enamelware as an heirloom because
of its transition across generations. The importance of seeking and selecting
the specific type of enamelware to transform is important because my
intention is to simultaneously elevate the domestic actions in which the
enamelware is engaged. 4
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COLLECTOR’S ROLE

My attraction to a certain type of color, style pattern, and form is relevant
to my work because I believe that these acts of discovering and selecting
elevate the importance of transformation. My hand engages in the physical
act of cutting, while my mind determines what part to preserve for the
wearer, and I attribute new meaning to enamelware through reframing it
as jewelry as I edit and make decisions. What kind of second life can the
enamelware have through its transformation into one-of-a-kind jewelry?
If we acknowledge that material things are traces of the past, how can I
re-engage them through the format of jewelry to gain a better understanding
the past?

Newspaper Clippings on Enamelware

Semiotics of the Kitchen. Dir. Martha Rosler. Perf. Martha Rosler.
Electronic Arts Intermix (EAI), 1975. YouTube. PERFORMANCELOGIA
Performance Art Archive.
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Enamelware collection at an antique store in Yuma, Arizona

As I began my studio explorations, I considered the function of each part:
spout, lid, handle, lip, knob, or base. All are crucial elements to the whole
object’s function, and studying the ways in which each contains, provides,
and serves transformed my understanding…how?. Enamelware exists in the
form of a coffee pot, cup, or spoon comprised of parts; as with any vessel,
the anatomy can be understood by way of distinctions among the parts.
These parts come together to form a single object. When disassembled, they
trigger the eye to react to a familiar language of form as they both transcend
function and exist as mere traces of the original. These parts and their
relationships are fundamental signifiers in my work because they guide my
aesthetic interventions and edits.

Handle
noun
Old English handle, formed from hand (n.) with instrumental suffix -el (1) indicating a tool in the way thimble was
formed from thumb, spindle from spin, treadle from tread,
etc. The slang sense of “nickname” is first recorded 1870,
originally U.S., from earlier expressions about adding
a handle to (one’s) name, i.e. a title such as Mister or Sir,
attested from 1833. To fly off the handle (1833) is a figurative reference to an ax head (to be off the handle “be excited” is recorded from 1825, American English). To get
a handle on “get control of” is recorded by 1919.
verb
Middle English hondlen, handlen, “touch with the hands,
hold in the hands, fondle, pet,” also “to deal with, treat,
manhandle,” from Old English handlian “to touch or move
with the hands,” also “deal with, discuss;” formed from
hand (n.), perhaps with a frequentative suffix, as fondle
from fond. Cognate with Old Norse höndla “to seize, capture,” Danish handle “to trade, deal,” German handeln “to
bargain, trade.” Related: Handled; handling. Meaning “to
act towards (someone) in a certain manner” (usually with
hostility or roughness) is from c. 1200. The commercial
sense was weaker in English than in some other Germanic
languages, but it emerged in American English (1888) from
the notion of something passing through one’s hands, and
see handler.
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Anatomy Through Typology
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Lid
mid-13c., from Old English hlid “lid, cover, opening, gate,”
from Proto-Germanic *khlithan (cognates: Old Norse hlið
“gate, gap,” Swedish lid “gate,” Old French hlid, Middle
Dutch lit, Dutch lid, Old High German hlit “lid, cover”), from
PIE root *klei- “to lean” (see lean (v.)), with here perhaps
the sense of “that which bends over.” Meaning “eyelid” is
from early 13c. Slang sense of “hat, cap” is attested from
1896. Slang phrase put a lid on “clamp down on, silence,
end” is from 1906.

Lip
Old English lippa, from Proto-Germanic *lepjon (cognates:
Old Frisian lippa, Middle Dutch lippe, Dutch lip, Old High
German lefs, German Lefze, Swedish läpp, Danish læbe),
from PIE *leb- “to lick; lip” (source also of Latin labium).
French lippe is from a Germanic source. Transferred sense
of “edge or margin of a cup, etc.” is from 1590s. Slang
sense “saucy talk” is from 1821, probably from move the
lip (1570s) “utter even the slightest word (against someone).” To bite (one’s) lip “show vexation” is from early 14c.
Stiff upper lip as a sign of courage is from 1833. Lip gloss
is attested from 1939; lip balm from 1877. Related: Lips.

Rim
Old English rima “edge, border, verge, coast,” as in særima
“seashore,” literally “rim of the sea,” and dægrima
“dawn,” literally “rim of the day.” Related to Old Norse
rime, rimi “a raised strip of land, ridge,” Old Frisian rim
“edge,” but with no other known cognates. The snare
drummer’s rim shot (striking the rim and the head at once)
is recorded from 1934.
Knob
late 14c., knobe, probably from a Scandinavian or German
source (compare Middle Low German knobbe “knob,” Middle Dutch cnoppe, Dutch knop, Old Frisian knopp, knapp,
Old High German knopf, German Knopf “button,” Old Norse
knyfill “short horn”). Meaning “knoll, isolated round hill” is
first recorded 1640s, especially in U.S.

Base
“bottom, foundation, pedestal,” early 14c., from Old French
bas “depth” (12c.), from Latin basis “foundation,” from
Greek basis “step, pedestal,” from bainein “to step” (see
come). The military sense is from 1860. The chemical
sense (1810) was introduced in French 1754 by French
chemist Guillaume-François Rouelle (1703-1770). Sporting
sense of “starting point” ia from 1690s, also “destination
of a runner” (1812). As a “safe” spot in a tag-like game,
suggested from mid-15c. (as the name of the game later
called prisoner’s base).

Anatomy Through Typology

Contrasted with soul since at least mid-13c. Meaning
“corpse” (short for dead body) is from late 13c. Transferred
to matter generally in Middle English (as in heavenly body,
late 14c.). Body politic “the nation, the state” first recorded
1520s, legalese, with French word order. Body image was
coined 1935. Body language is attested from 1967, perhaps
from French langage corporel (1966). Phrase over my dead
body attested by 1833.
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Body
Old English bodig “trunk, chest” (of a man or animal);
related to Old High German botah, of unknown origin.
Not elsewhere in Germanic, and the word has died out
in German (replaced by leib, originally “life,” and körper,
from Latin). In English, extension to “person” is from late
13c. Meaning “main part” of anything was in late Old
English, hence its use in reference to vehicles (1520s).

Spout
late 14c., from spout (v.). Cognate with Middle Dutch spoit,
North Frisian spütj. It was the slang term for the lift in a
pawnbroker’s shop, the device which took up articles for
storage, hence figurative phrase up the spout “lost, hopeless, gone beyond recall” (1812).

Neck
Old English hnecca “neck, nape, back of the neck” (a fairly
rare word) from Proto-Germanic *hnekk- “the nape of the
neck” (cognates: Old Frisian hnekka, Middle Dutch necke,
Dutch nek, Old Norse hnakkr, Old High German hnach,
German Nacken “neck”), with no certain cognates outside
Germanic, though Klein’s sources suggest PIE *knok- “high
point, ridge” (source of Old Irish cnocc, Welsh cnwch, Old
Breton cnoch “hill”).
The more usual Old English words were hals (the general
Germanic word, cognate with Gothic, Old Norse, Danish,
Swedish, Dutch, German hals), cognate with Latin collum
(see collar (n.)); and sweora, swira “neck, nape,” probably
also from a PIE root meaning “column” (cognate with Old
English swer “column,” Sanskrit svaru- “post”).

handling enamelware

Wilson, Bee. Consider the Fork: A History of How We Cook and Eat.
New York: Basic, 2012, 250.
5
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“...we pick up a certain
utensil to cook a certain
dish in the traditional way[…] we are enacting a ritual
that binds us to the place
we live and to those in our
family, both living and
5
dead.”

What comprises enamelware? Enamel and metal. Similarly, both materials
inform the language of jewelry. In the context of enamelware, fused enamel
and metal are utilized as materials of durability and inflexibility. They are
used to generate humble domestic objects that are functional and decorated
yet not decorative. Individually, the form and function of each of these
materials may differ considerably depending on the particular context of
usage. When combined, depending on the intended functionality, design,
and style, the resulting amalgamation could either be as lustrous as a gem
or as humble as a pot resting on the stovetop.

Through creating enamelware jewelry, I create works that evoke questions
such as: Was the piece originally enamelware, or is the enameled object made
by hand? Where has the hand interfered with the object? Does the prior
existence of the object remain recognizable with the addition of introduced
elements to make it jewelry? Furthermore, there are many roles that jewelry
can enact. One of those is to serve as a reminder, as in the example of a
Victorian locket. Given this, other questions that arise are: Can ones regard
for an object change when it shifts from that of utility to that of adornment?
What is transformed or generated when one object is sacrificed in service to
another? Do the enamelware jewelry pieces now become reminders of the
enamelware itself and thus evoke nostalgia? Is the object imbued with more
(or equal) value now that it is jewelry? If so, how do I call attention to the
importance of the everyday utilitarian enameled object itself?

In contrast, enameled jewelry speaks a language of greater finesse, leading
to the duality and paradox with enamelware, which is highlighted through my
appropriation of the first into the realm of the second. From the materiality
to the form, the conspicuous transformation of enamelware highlights and
brings attention to many of its inherent attributes. For example, removing
the handle from its original context and repositioning it on the body questions the function of the handle. Is the handle now handling the person? Or
has the context of the handle simply shifted to that of enameled jewelry?
Does the handle, now positioned on the body, still invite a hand to touch?
How does shifting the handle to the context of jewelry change its function?

To understand the nature of the object with which I am working, I aim to
observe and reconsider its original function. The primary challenge established by working with found objects has been to push the boundaries of
their material, function, or form to understand how they might relate to
the body. In addressing these issues, I seek to alter the perception and
knowledge of both enamelware and jewelry at the same time. Jewelry has
a long-standing history of dictating what is precious and wearable. In
creating enamelware jewelry, I am consciously creating a relationship
between these two seemingly disparate but related approaches to a
particular material process. Doing so, I endeavor to broaden an understanding of a material process and its implications in both tableware and studio
authored jewelry.

Calling upon past examples of uses in both realms brings to light the parallel
between the two applications. Historically, there have been strictly industrial
and functional uses, such as the first Kohler bathtub in 1883 in which John
Michael Kohler applied enamel to cast iron, or the now highly collectible
advertising signs by Hovis and Virol. There have likewise been decorative
applications in jewelry, such as those exemplified by the Croisillon Ring
designed by Jean Schlumberger for Tiffany & Co. in which he utilized the
technique of paillonné enamel, or the Hen Egg, also known as the first
Imperial egg from Fabergé, made in 1885. In the latter context, enamel
can indeed be considered a substitute for a stone or gem because of the
lustrous range of colors we can obtain from firing.
Kohler: Iron Works Historic Bath
This is their most traditional tub made out of cast
iron and enamel.
Croisillon Ring TIFFANY & CO. SCHLUMBERGER®
Jean Schlumberger rediscovered the 19th-century
art of paillonné enamel, a process of
layering enamel over 18k gold leaf. Ring in 18k
gold with black enamel.

Hen Egg, the first Imperial egg
Fabergé
1885
Subway Sign
Hovis and Virol

Through the act of bringing it onto the body, we draw an object closer and
thus become more connected to it, positioning it as a tool for reflection
and relationality. In its role as jewelry—as an object of beauty—the enamelware becomes more attached to the person rather than existing as a mere
tool or appendage. It becomes part of the wearer. In turn, the jewelry then
also becomes a motivation for the admiration and valuing of enamelware.
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Examples of re-purposed enamelware
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The Manufacture of Enamel-ware
CHEMICALS AND MATERIALS

STEEL SHEET

Weighing

Gauging

Mixing

Disc Cutting

Smelting

Greasing

Quenching
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“…chromophobia manifests
itself in the many and
varied attempts to purge
colour from culture, to
devalue colour, to diminish
its significance, to deny its
complexity.” 6

Drawing

Stamping

Drying

Spinning

ENAMEL FRIT

Trimming

Weighing

Edging

Milling

STEEL BLANK

Screening

De-greasing

Testing

Acid Pickling

ENAMEL SLIP

Neutralizing
Drying
Inspection
PICKLED STEEL BLANK

Ground Enamel Slushing
Drying
Firing
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Inspection
Cover Enamel Slushing
Drying
Beading
Firing
Cover Enamel Slushing
(repeated if double coating required)

Compressed Air
Decorating Stencil

PLAIN ENAMEL WARE

Decoration Spraying
Firing
DECORATED ENAMELLED WARE

Factory

Inspection

Wrapping
Packing
Shipping
6

Batchelor, David. Chromophobia. London: Reaktion, 2000, 22.

Die Making

Rejects

The huge variety of enamelware colors and forms could have potentially
resulted in me making semiotic conversational pieces and engaging in
a discursive practice theoretically invested in these aspects rather than
focused on the object itself. In turning to my own collection of enamelware
as a source of raw material, however, I chose the white enameled pitcher
because I believed this would allow the viewer to respond to the experience
of white: the plainness (or emptiness) of the white surface serves as a
witness to natural wear over time, and after the fact the white surface has
the positive attribute of diminishing distractions so that a relationship to
the storied marks and the inserted elements can be more directly engaged.
An emotional tie is thus engendered by the flaws made by prior handling
in contrast to the white coating of enamel.
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The Whole

In my research for this particular piece, I looked to other artists exploring
domestic serving objects, and I discovered the work of Jeffrey Clancy
entitled Ornamentalware #7, which is also part of a series. In this work,
the artist resurrects an object that is then framed between two handles.
With the handles removed from their original structure, he creates an
illusion of what can link them. To the viewer, it is unclear which part of
the object Clancy made, the handle or the tray-like form. In the end,
his hand has imparted a fine balance between an ornamental handle
and two understated geometric forms. Meanwhile, the function of the
handle is retained.

47

Handle (necklace) is derived from a large, white enameled pitcher that
was transformed by cutting away the actual handle of the pitcher.
The objective was to draw attention to a specific part harvested from
the humble object. I dissected the piece exactly where the curve of
the handle ended and then adding silver caps for enclosure on the open
ends that resulted. The extracted handle was then strung on a piece
of simple black cord in keeping with an intentional decision to use
minimal precious materials in my interventions so that the interventions
themselves are secondary to the existing aesthetic qualities of the
reconfigured enamelware. In this way, the humble yet noteworthy
qualities of the domestic object are preserved even as it takes the
form of an adornment. The wearer has the choice to place the piece
with either the curve, the straight piece, or the cord around the neck.

White Handle, necklace
Enamelware, silver, chord
2014
Jeffrey Clancy
Ornamentalware #7
2008
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For this reason, I altered my approach to making Circular (bracelet) slightly.
Instead of deconstructing the whole object at once, I removed sections one
at a time to discern other forms. I took time to carefully observe and consider
what particular interventions certain modules invited. As a result, the final
scale and form of my wearable objects were often dependent on the enamelware I chose to work from. The value of these segmented parts, then, was
that each communicated in clear and meaningful ways regarding how it
might become a wearable object. A single found piece often gave rise to
numerous unanticipated possibilities.
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As I shifted my attention from the handle to the body of the enamelware,
I discovered one of the inherent parameters of working with the material to
be its hardness. The possibilities of altering the forms were limited, as the
enamel would chip if the grinding became too hot or vigorous. While the steel
retains its flexibility, the enamel coating does not follow suit and thus
restricts the range of possibilities.

Circular, bracelet
Enamelware, Silver
2014
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After creating the Circular (bracelet), I had leftover bands of the enamelware
pitcher. I decided to cut these bands into separate segments to use in the
creation of Curve (brooch). It was exciting to play around with the parts and
pieces to establish what was more important. Aesthetic decisions made
sense of the pieces, ultimately determining the final outcome.

Curve brooch
Enamelware, silver, stainless steel
2014
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handling enamelware
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White Base, necklace
Enamelware, silver, steel, chord
2014
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The Whole

The Whole
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White Curves, necklace
Enamelware, silver, chord
2014

The Whole
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White Marked, bangle
Enamelware, silver
2014

The Whole
handling enamelware
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White Spout, necklace
Enamelware, silver, steel, chord
2014
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The Whole

I initiated my next inquiry by shifting my focus away from the function of
the object and instead emphasizing the patterns created by the cracks and
chips on the surface. In an attempt to heighten the viewer’s sensitivity to
these valuable markers of the past, I aimed to actively incorporate them into
my design. By sandblasting the enamel away, I exposed a decorative lace
element at the level of the steel surface, resulting in a gradient ranging from
ghostly to bold effects on the enamel. This revealed the steel that would
eventually rust over time.
In contrast to enamel, the rust is not a lustrous material, and this subtler
element of the worn antique enamelware pieces was thus brought to the
forefront. After this experiment in combining the found enamelware with
a new design, I questioned whether I had successfully joined a new decorative element with an already existing one. Had I over-embellished with the
sandblasting? And what about the decision to harvest and use only parts
of the enamelware? Returning to my list of anatomy through typologies,
these three pieces of jewelry sans object function are still recognizable with
respect to their origin. Straddling the line between objects and jewelry,
though, the work was still not complete.
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Parts Make a Whole

PARTS MAKE A WHOLE

Red Ladle, necklace
Enamelware, silver, chord
2014
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Parts Make a Whole

Parts Make a Whole
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Blue Pot, necklace
Enamelware, silver, chord
2014
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Parts Make a Whole

Parts Make a Whole
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Small White Pot, necklace
Enamelware, silver, chord
2014

Parts Make a Whole
handling enamelware
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Black Handle, brooch
Enamelware, silver, steel
2014

Spoon: Old English spon “chip, sliver, shaving, splinter of wood,” from
Proto-Germanic *spe-nu- (cognates: Old Norse spann, sponn “chip,
splinter,” Swedish spån “a wooden spoon,” Old Frisian spon, Middle Dutch
spaen, Dutch spaan, Old High German span, German Span “chip, splinter”), from PIE *spe- (2) “long, flat piece of wood” (cognates: Greek spathe
“spade,” also possibly Greek sphen “wedge”).
As the word for a type of eating utensil, c. 1300 in English (in Old English
such a thing might be a metesticca), in this sense supposed to be from Old
Norse sponn, which meant “spoon” as well as “chip, tile.” The “eating
utensil” sense is specific to Middle English and Scandinavian, though Middle
Low German spon also meant “wooden spatula.” To be born with a silver
spoon in one’s mouth is from at least 1719 (Goldsmith, 1765, has: “one man
is born with a silver spoon in his mouth, and another with a wooden ladle”).
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Bend – Break / Cut – Connect

BEND – BREAK / CUT – CONNECT

Bend – Break / Cut – Connect
handling enamelware

The purposeful manipulation of enamel can feel frightening. In the act
of bending, tension arises. I wanted to test the limits of enamelware with
regard to both the enamel’s tolerance for stress and the decontextualizing
of the familiar. The evidence of the bend in Bend-Break becomes apparent
through the resulting lack of enamel on certain areas. This discovery gave
me an appreciation for both the inherent tolerance of the enamel surface
and likewise how much easier it is for the base metal to be manipulated
once the surface has been breached.
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The spoon series consists of two different treatments that I wanted to
explore: bending and breaking and cutting and connecting. My goals were
to explore enamelware at a smaller scale. This enabled me to feel closer
to the objects’ biographies and develop a more intimate understanding as
I continued to think through the relationships among enamel, jewelry,
and enamelware. I was guided by two primary inquiries as I engaged my
curiosity at this scale: What happens when I bend a piece of metal that
already has enamel fused on? What happens when I cut a piece apart to
intentionally render it dysfunctional?

Break-Bend, brooch
Enamelware, silver, stainless steel
2014
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Bend – Break / Cut – Connect
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handling enamelware

In Cut-Connect, my intention was to gain a deeper understanding of the
relationship between jewelry and object. By separating the spoon into two
parts, I am able to reestablish the relationship between the handle and
the face of the spoon. Historically, the spoon carries varied symbolism and
meaning across different traditions and personal interactions. What is it
that makes a spoon a spoon? The form is one of the most intimate functional
objects, as it can be used in very idiosyncratic ways.

Cut-Connect, brooch
Enamelware, silver, stainless steel
2014
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Bend – Break / Cut – Connect

handle with care

Stewart, Susan. On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the
Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection. Durham, NC: Duke UP, 1993, 14.

7
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“The pages falling off the
calendar, the notches
marked in a tree that no
longer stands—these are
the signs of the everyday,
the effort to articulate
difference through
counting. Yet it is precisely
this counting that reduces
difference to similarities,
that is designed to be “lost
track of.” Such “counting,”
such signifying, is drowned
out by the silence of the
ordinary.” 7

Objects speak volumes. When an object is transformed from a prior version
of itself, a poetic moment rises slowly to the surface. The essence of
Japanese beauty, or wabi-sabi, resonates strongly with my sensibility
towards used enamelware. There is no definitive translation of the terms
wabi-sabi because they “represent concepts that are wholly dependent
on the context.”8 The merging of wabi, which refers to anything with the
essence of rustic beauty, and sabi, which describes the beauty of age and
wear, brings into existence the idea of imperfection, incompletion, and
impermanence as beautiful and revered.9 In this way, the concept of wabisabi has informed my understanding of aesthetics and how this plays into
my interaction with enamelware.
Drawing from the notion of wabi-sabi, I sought to investigate further by
creating platforms that elevate through construction, repair through applying gold leaf, and amplify through enamel mimicry. This body of work seeks
to further evidence the worth of these marks and dents created by previous
owners, and I endeavor to speak for the object’s subtleties by highlighting
their significance. Whether they are rust or parts of the anatomy, they create
and call attention to both the former utilitarian function and the current
jewelry metamorphosis.

Ito, Teiji, Ikko Tanaka, and TsuneSesoko. Wabi, Sabi, Suki: The
Essence of Japanese Beauty. Hiroshima, Japan: Mazda Motor, 1993. 8.
9
Slemmons, Kiff. “My Eye: On Imperfections.” Metalsmith Jan. 2008: 27.
8
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handle with care

Imagine the handle of a piece of enamelware, held by the user in its service
as a container, in comparison to my enameled jewelry, which is also to
be handled when it is worn as adornment. When presented with these
objects, how does one handle the same handle differently? How does the
nature of the enamelware change once it is on the body? How does one
reenact the original function of enamelware parts in jewelry form? Or does
the reenactment occur naturally once the enamelware has been transposed
into a jewelry setting?

The Green Dish Elevated (necklace) originated from a rare green color dish
that came into my possession when I was at an antique store in Providence,
which lacked the glossy allure of newly bought enamel cookware. The
combination of bold and matte color and the rusted edges were undeniably
captivating. My mind immediately conjured all the possibilities for its
resurrection through a new narrative form. The parameters for this work
were to purposefully fragment the piece by removing the imperfections
and elevating these moments from the original into new, different narratives. My sensitivity to wabi-sabi inspired me to honor its modest origin and
to pursue an open connection to the expressive immediacy of use, as I was
drawn to the flawed beauty of the dish.
My intention was to offer the wearer a similar sense of connection with the
original through the jewelry intervention. More specifically, this work aims to
complete the incomplete while creating the illusion of imperfection without
compromising the aesthetic of the found object. The jewelry thus becomes
a typology that evidences a shadow of the object that was once there. This
abstraction leads to a dialogue between jewelry and enamelware in that the
jewelry has created a new encounter for the body through its new function
of adornment. As jewelry, Green Dish Elevated asks the viewer to negotiate
the terms of how it may occupy the wearer.
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Elevate

ELEVATE

Elevate
handle with care
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Green Dish Elevated, necklace
Enamelware, silver, thread
2015
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Elevate

In contrast to my approach in Green Dish Elevated, I wanted to see how the
action of physically elevating the handle would play out in Black Handle USA
(brooch). In the work, the single handle plays a pivotal role in defining the
meaning of the various handles that we encounter on our everyday wares.
I sought to redefine the nature of handles when interacting with the body,
asking the following questions: When does a handle become a simple
sculptural object? How does one handle? What is more important: the body
to which it once belonged or the handle itself? What is being handled?

Black Handle USA, brooch
Enamelware, silver, stainless steel
2015

Elevate
handle with care
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Blue Rim Dented Edge, necklace
Enamelware, enamel, mild steel, thread
2015
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Elevate

AMPLIFY
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Amplify

In this series of work, I used different methods to investigate the understanding of amplification, or the phenomenon of becoming more marked
or intense. Much like an archaeologist mining for lost treasures, I search
for analogies between the found objects and the methods I utilize in my
process. The variety of idiosyncrasies of the found enamelware pieces—their
array of cracks, chips, and rust—can enlarge the scope of how amplification
can be achieved.

Blue Swirl Rust, brooch with plate
Enamelware, enamel, silver, copper, photo in
enamel, stainless steel
2015

Amplify
handle with care

In Blue Swirl Rust, I was able to generate a replica of the section I wanted
to amplify through the use of enameling techniques and computer aided
design. This piece allows the user to engage with the function of the plate
and to then shift from this strictly utilitarian object to something one-ofa-kind, activating an even more personal and precious connection. The
arbitrary division between the original object and the related piece of
jewelry is thus challenged through this rendering of a pair that can exist
independently in both contexts.
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In Blue Swirl Rust (brooch with plate), the color and pattern on the plate is
referred to as agateware, which is typically blue and white. Upon observation, I found that the most captivating aspect of this plate existed as a spot
of rust on the swirl-patterned backside where the base meets the table.
How did I arrive at the point of perceiving that as beautiful? The plate was
ultimately still usable, regardless of claims made in the 1930s of antimony,
lead, and arsenic in the enamel, made most prominently by companies
such as Lalance and Grosjean against its competitors.10 To underscore this
continued utility, I wanted to preserve the beauty and function of this plate
while making a piece of jewelry that acknowledged the object’s importance
of transcendence.

“Graniteware.” Collectors Weekly. Dave Margulius, 2007. Web. 21
Apr. 2015.
10

Amplify
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Blue Swirl Rust, an image study
Xerox
2015

Amplify
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White Cup Wounded, an image study
Xerox
2015

White Cup Wounded, bracelet with cup
Enamelware, enamel, silver, copper, mild steel
2015
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Amplify
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Cracked lines, an image study
Xerox
2015

Amplify
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Cracked Lines, brooch with plate
Enamelware, enamel, mild steel, silver,
graphite, stainless steel
2015
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Repair
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“The evidence of
imperfection is often the
evidence of the hand.” 11

11

Slemmons, Kiff. “My Eye: On Imperfections.” Metalsmith Jan. 2008: 29.

Another way to understand imperfection is through engaging in processes
of repair, adding onto what was there and repairing what was handled.
The Japanese practice of kintsugi, a technique used to repair ceramic with
a special lacquer mixed with gold, silver, and platinum, exemplifies this.
The philosophy behind this technique is to acknowledge the history of the
object and to visibly unite the new handwork with the old. By adding gold
leaf, I attribute more value to the signs of use and draw attention to what
was once broken in Green Dish Gold Leaf (necklace). Along with the enameled
panels added to cap off the ends of the fragment, the kintsugi imparts an
arresting beauty and unique patina to the object and the resulting jewelry.
This piece questions the value of the original found enamelware with respect
to that of the handmade enameled steel.
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Repair

REPAIR

Kintsugi tea bowl

Repair
handle with care
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Green Dish Gold Leaf, necklace
Enamelware, mild steel, enamel, gold leaf, chord
2015
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Repair

LOOKING BACK

The use of enamelware in these ways has encouraged me to consider the
relationship between jewelry and objecthood. Is it the object that inhabits us,
or do we inhabit it? Entering into dialogue with the traces of this inhabitance,
I bring these familiar items even closer to the body, establishing a novel
relationship to a common material. Situated anew as jewelry, enamelware
reveals a narrative across generations addressing value, time, and notions
of beauty. By preserving some evidence of their past incarnations, nothing
is lost, but the pieces and fragments are imparted with a new layer of history
and meaning through their placement on the body.
Mass produced, individually considered, and singularly transformed.
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Looking Back

The process of creating Handle has extended my understanding of not only
what jewelry has been traditionally, but also what it can be presently.
Looking back at the various series of work, I see them all as situated amidst
a tapestry of anonymous signatures—the dents, scratches, rust, and cracks
of objects that inhabited hands and tables often and fondly. Bearing these
signatures, the enamelware pieces are both reminders and remainders of
a bygone era. The tension between the ordinary and the enigmatic, between
the functional and the decorative, between the precious and the mundane,
fascinates me. Not only has engaging with enamelware in this way expanded
my practice as a maker, it has also enabled me to understand the past
through this very particular lens, informing both my present and future and
my relationship to the array of objects that populate the world around me.
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Enamel powder could be produced in two ways, either by powdering
colored glass, or by mixing colorless glass powder with pigments such as
a metallic oxide.12

Holt, Steven, and Mara Holt. Skov. Manufractured: The Conspicuous Transformation of Everyday Objects. San Francisco: Chronicle, 2008. Print.
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White Cup Handle, brooch
Enamelware, silver, stainless steel
2015
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Two White Spoons
enamelware, silver, chord
2014
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A series of enamelware studies, Brooches
Enamelware, silver, steel
2014
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Handle
Enamelware, silver, pearls
2014

Lip
Enamelware, silver, pearls
2014
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Blue White Swirls, necklace
enamelware, gold, thread
2014

Other Works
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Yellow Spoon Splits
enamelware, gold leaf
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